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James Jones 2016-08-22

james jones played many roles including short story writer social critic and war novelist his most famous
work from here to eternity 1951 spent 20 weeks atop the new york times bestseller s list won the national
book award was adapted into an academy award winning film and was named one of the 100 best novels of the
twentieth century by the modern library despite this and the success of his other novels some came running
1957 and the thin red line 1962 jones is widely forgotten today in james jones the limits of eternity literary
scholar tony j williams examines the significance of jones s work not only for its nuance and daring subject
matter but also for its widespread popularity in his assessment of jones s catalog williams reveals an incisive
novelist who offered groundbreaking interpretations of masculinity sexuality gender and identity williams
contends that jones should be recognized as far more than just a popular war novelist but also as a
humanitarian and literary pioneer particularly in probing gender and queer issues a quintessentially american
novelist jones was never afraid to look openly at the flaws of his society examine how it could adversely
affect individual victims and tacitly suggest possible alternatives he recognized the presence of gays and
lesbians in american culture during an overtly repressive time which makes his work relevant to many areas of
contemporary criticism demonstrating his significant contribution to contemporary american literature james
jones the limits of eternity will be of interest to scholars of war narratives gender studies and literary
studies

The Limits of Love 1989-01

basing itself on the premise that there are limits to the sacrifices that morality can demand on individuals and
also that certain types of acts are simply forbidden this book argues that attempts to defend these sorts of
moral limits are inadequate
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The Limits of Morality 1989

graham priest presents an expanded edition of his exploration of the nature and limits of thought embracing
contradiction and challenging traditional logic he engages with issues across philosophical borders from the
historical to the modern eastern to western continental to analytic

Beyond the Limits of Thought 2002

presents four theories describing the limits of literary interpretation challenging the cancer of uncontrolled
interpretation that diminishes the meaning and the basis of communication back cover

The Limits of Interpretation 1994

what are the limits of human rights and what do these limits mean this volume engages critically and
constructively with this question to provide a distinct contribution to the contemporary discussion on human
rights fassbender and traisbach along with a group of leading experts in the field examine the issue from multiple
disciplinary perspectives analysing the limits of our current discourse of human rights it does so in an original
way and without attempting to deconstruct or deny human rights each contribution is supplemented by an
engaging comment which furthers this important discussion this combination of perspectives paves the way for
further thought for scholars practitioners students and the wider public ultimately this volume provides an
exceptionally rich spectrum of viewpoints and arguments across disciplines to offer fresh insights into human
rights and its limitations
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The Limits of Human Rights 2019-11-26

the title of this work derives from costa lima s reading of what is probably the most famous passage in kant s
third critique in kant s thesis that the results of aesthetic judgment are generally communicable but without
the mediation of a concept costa lima discovers the necessity to identify and underscore a silence this silence
these limits of voice becomes the complex metonymy for the central theme of this book literary experience as a
case of aesthetic experience in pursuing this theme costa lima views aesthetic and literary experience as a
historically limited potentiality and examines the limits of aesthetic experience which comes from its dependence
on contextual requirements the concern about limits of voice is developed on three different levels first costa
lima focuses as a historical and systematic condition for aesthetic and literary experience on subjectivity as
the subject s right to speak in his her own name second he argues that although historical modes of speaking and
experiencing were inscribed into and legitimized by cosmological constructions subjectivity requires the
existence of a context no longer grounded in cosmology which he refers to as the law third he postulates the
double dependence of literary and aesthetic experience on the emergence of subjectivity and the existence of the
law as its enabling and limiting frame condition this book answers a challenge that has persisted in literary
theory and literary history for almost two decades how to historicize the concept of literature

The Limits of Voice 1996

the rise of east asia from the ashes of world war ii in the late twentieth century has led to searching
questions about the role the region will play in the world the possibility that china will overtake the united
states as a super power suggests the twenty first century could become an asian century given the dynamism
of a new asia this study provides a crucial analysis of the origins and development of modern thought in east
asia and the united states reevaluating the influence of the united states on east asia in the twentieth century
and giving greater voice to east asians in the growth of their own ideas of modernity while an abundance of
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scholarship exists on postwar modernization there is a gap in the prewar origins and development of modern
ideas in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century in that time influential intellectuals on both sides of
the pacific shaped modernity by rejecting the old order and embracing progress the new domain of science
democracy racial relativism internationalism and civic duty the book is a seminal work that recalibrates an
established narrative of modernity the west as teacher and the east as pupil prof dr andreas niehaus head
department languages and cultures ghent university jon thares davidann forces a course correction in
modernity studies with his insightful new book showing how from roughly 1860 to 1950 intellectuals from
japan china the united states and korea contributed to a hybrid form of modernization in east asia with
indigenous roots james i matray california state university chico this book is particularly timely given the
current interest in the rise of east asia in global history rarely can one interpret both east asian and american
thoughts as exquisitely as dr davidann he also tries to transcend both modernization theory and anti
imperialist anti american perspective a very ambitious and important contribution to transpacific intellectual
history hiroo nakajima osaka university this interactive intellectual history presents an effective argument
against civilizational essentialism it details links in ideas across the pacific yet shows that east asian thinkers
led in building the versions of modernity that yielded divergent trajectories for china japan and the u s patrick
manning andrew w mellon professor of world history emeritus university of pittsburgh this insightful and far
reaching study effectively reframes the scholarship on the development of modern east asia arguing that
historians too often have overstated the extent of westernization davidann reexamines in rich and colorful
detail the roles played by many prominent east asians and americans in constructing hybrid modernities in doing
so he significantly expands our understanding of the modern world on both sides of the pacific joseph m henning
associate professor of history undergraduate program director international and global studies in this
groundbreaking book davidann dismantles well worn assumptions about the uniqueness of western modernity
the remarkable power of east asian economies demands new explanations for the development of modernity
departing from a singular concept of westernization through a close analysis of the intellectual careers of
numerous asians as well as interested westerners davidann argues persuasively for the adoption of new forms
of modernity that are unique to east asian history the author effectively demonstrates that east asians
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modernized on their own terms creating new social forms and definitions of modernity the book stands as a much
needed antidote to modernization theory from a previous generation of global historical scholarship and thus
should find an important place on the bookshelf of what is often called the new world history prof rick
warner wabash college president world history association 2016 2017 jon davidann has written a wide
ranging and well documented exploration of the intellectual contacts and ideological influences across three
of the main global centers of scientific and technological transformations and their political ramifications
from the late nineteenth century to the aftermath of world war ii the depths he manages to plumb in his
analyses of the writings and public advocacy across cultures of a constellation of major japanese chinese and
american thinkers is remarkable for a comparative study and will become essential reading for scholars and
students of this turbulent era in world history michael adas university at new brunswick a thoughtful and
timely book jon thares davidann examines the emergence of modernity in the late 19th and 20th centuries by
analyzing contributions from prominent east asian and american intellectuals in engaging clear prose he
advances provocative arguments that challenge assumptions that equate modernity with westernization
highly recommended emily rosenberg author of transnational currents in a shrinking world 2014

The Limits of Westernization 2018-07-11

when the u s supreme court announces a decision reporters simplify and dramatize the complex legal issues by
highlighting dissenting opinions and thus emphasizing conflict among the justices themselves this often
sensationalistic coverage fosters public controversy over specific rulings despite polls which show that
americans strongly believe in the court s legitimacy as an institution in the limits of legitimacy michael a zilis
illuminates this link between case law and public opinion drawing on a diverse array of sources and methods he
employs case studies of eminent domain decisions analysis of media reporting an experiment to test how
volunteers respond to media messages and finally the natural experiment of the controversy over the
affordable care act popularly known as obamacare zilis finds that the media tends not to quote from majority
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opinions however the greater the division over a particular ruling among the justices themselves the greater the
likelihood that the media will criticize that ruling characterize it as activist and employ inflammatory rhetoric
hethen demonstrates that the media s portrayal of a decision as much as the substance of the decision itself
influences citizens reactions to and acceptance of it this meticulously constructed study and its persuasively
argued conclusion advance the understanding of the media judicial politics political institutions and political
behavior

The Limits of Legitimacy 2015-09-22

in the limits of autobiography leigh gilmore analyzes texts that depict trauma by combining elements of
autobiography fiction biography history and theory in ways that challenge the constraints of autobiography
astute and compelling readings of works by michel foucault louis althusser dorothy allison mikal gilmore
jamaica kincaid and jeanette winterson explore how each poses the questions how have i lived and how will i
live in relation to the social and psychic forms within which trauma emerges first published in 2001 this new
edition of one of the foundational texts in trauma studies includes a new preface by the author that assesses
the gravitational pull between life writing and trauma in the twenty first century a tension that continues to
produce innovative and artful means of confronting kinship violence and self representation

The Limits of Autobiography 2023-07-15

examines the feminine the domestic the local collective sentimental and novelistic in the romantic literary canon
this book questions romanticism suppression of the feminine the material and the collective and its opposition
to readings centering on these concerns
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At the Limits of Romanticism 1994

in recent decades a growing body of educational scholarship has called into question deeply embedded
assumptions about the nature value and consequences of reason education and the limits of reason extends
this critical conversation arguing that in seeking to investigate the meaning and significance of reason in human
lives sources other than non fiction educational or philosophical texts can be helpful drawing on the work of
dostoevsky tolstoy and nabokov the authors demonstrate that literature can allow us to see how reason is
understood and expressed contested and compromised by distinctive individuals under particular circumstances
in complex and varied relations with others novels plays and short stories can take us into the workings of a
rational or irrational mind and show how the inner world of cognitive activity is shaped by external events
perhaps most importantly literature can prompt us to ask searching questions of ourselves it can unsettle
and disturb and in so doing can make an important contribution to our educational formation an original and
thought provoking work education and the limits of reason offers a fresh perspective on classic texts by
dostoevsky tolstoy and nabokov and encourages readers to reconsider conventional views of teaching and
learning this book will appeal to a wide range of academics researchers and postgraduate students in the fields
of education literature and philosophy

Education and the Limits of Reason 2017-07-06

this book presents alternative macroeconomic perspectives primarily open economy on the limitations of
discretionary fiscal policy with a focus on government spending following an overview on the post crisis
keynesian revival and of the macro foundations needed for subsequent analysis different perspectives are
expounded that highlight the failings of fiscal activism these perspectives include extended loanable funds
analysis an expenditure output related model incorporating money and exchange rates and a dependent economy
framework the approaches are used to examine investment and net export crowding out effects and their
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implications for national income and are then adapted to show the macroeconomic impact of different fiscal
consolidation measures revealing that the nature of fiscal repair is critical a concluding chapter evaluates
the nexus between budgetary policy and confidence summarises the key failings of fiscal activism and suggests
fiscal policy goals the book will appeal to university lecturers and researchers in macroeconomics and
economists working in government and the private sector

The Limits of Fiscal Policy 2018-05-24

drawing on postcolonial and gender studies as well as affect theory the book interrogates cosmopolitan
philosophies through analysis of j m coetzee s later fiction hallemeier invites the re imagining of cosmopolitanism
particularly as it is performed through the reading of literature

The Limits of Foreign Policy 1968

the economy has hit a soft patch us federal reserve chairman alan greenspan reacting to the weak us job
growth in june 2004 mats larsson no the economy is closing in on the limits of business development and
economic growth and we are starting to see the consequences in the next few years we will need to rethink
economic policies and business strategies the limits of business development and economic growth details what
this means for your company your industry or your country there are limits to business development and
economic growth with the help of modern production and information technologies companies are coming ever
closer to the limits of what can be achieved but ultimately nothing can be done in less than no time and at less
than no cost we now need to find areas of competitive advantage that have not yet been fully exploited this
book presents both the problems and the solutions in an accessible way for experts and non experts alike
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J.M. Coetzee and the Limits of Cosmopolitanism 2013-11-07

platon z�hlt zu den einflussreichsten philosophen aller zeiten er beeinflusste ma�geblich profil und kanon der
westlichen philosophie die kritik am sogenannten platonismus wurde kontinuierlich von den schwierigkeiten
gespeist die die interpretation der philosophischen schriften platons bereitet gemeinhin wird er als rein rationaler
philosoph gesehen ein philosoph war er in der tat ebenso jedoch ein experte in der ann�herung an das nicht
rationale unter anderem in form von mythen so wurde er auch als mythenerfinder und mythologe bezeichnet
platon war ein vision�r der es wagte das reich des nicht rationalen auf systematische und disziplinierte art zu
erforschen insgesamt l�sst sich platons philosophisches vorhaben als streben nach einer umfassenden sicht des
organischen ganzen klassifizieren der ausdruck gestalt scheint die ganzheit am ehesten zu beschreiben platon kann
als prominentester und auch als letzter repr�sentant der antiken philosophie angesehen werden der die
entwicklung einer gestalt philosophie anstrebte plato is one of the most influential philosophers of all time he
decisively shaped the profile and canon of western philosophy criticism of what has become known as platonism
has been continuously nourished by the difficulties of interpreting this philosopher s writings plato is commonly
viewed as a purely rational philosopher a philosopher he was indeed but plato was also an expert in
approaching the non rational in the form of mythology among others plato has been called a mythmaker and a
mythologist plato was a visionary who dared to explore the realm of the non rational in a systematic and
disciplined way in an overall comparison plato s philosophical enterprise strives for a comprehensive
perspective on the organic whole the expression gestalt seems to come closest to describing the wholeness
plato may be considered to be the most prominent representative of classical philosophy to develop a gestalt
philosophy and also the last to do so in antiquity
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The Limits of Religious Thought Examined in Eight Lectures 1870

an excellent account of practice on both sides of the atlantic regarding the intersection of antitrust and
intellectual property rights the author provides a detailed account of the legal discussion in an economics
informed manner a must read as far as i am concerned for practitioners and academicians alike petros c mavroidis
columbia law school new york us university of neuch tel switzerland and cepr uk this book examines the
growing divergences between the eu and the us in their approach to antitrust law enforcement particularly
where it relates to intellectual property ip rights the scope of us antitrust law as defined in the supreme
court s decisions in trinko and credit suisse securities is much narrower than the scope of eu competition law us
antitrust enforcers have become increasingly reluctant to apply antitrust rules to regulated markets
whereas the european commission has consistently used eu competition rules to correct the externalities
resulting from government action the contrasting approaches adopted by us and eu antitrust enforcers to
these issues as with the differences in addressing market dominance have had a profound impact on the scope of
antitrust intervention in the ip field this book provides an in depth analysis of the relevant recent developments
on both sides of the atlantic and identifies the pitfalls of regulating ip through competition rules with a unique
comparative perspective this book will be an invaluable resource for postgraduate students academics and
practitioners in ip and competition law

The Limits of Business Development and Economic Growth 2004-09-07

traditionally understood as pre critical even pre rational mythical thought has in fact played a critical role
in post enlightenment intellectual history modernists in philosophy and literature have used the depictive
rationality of myth to disclose in self reflective ways the limits of discursive sense making in various domains
of human experience in so doing they have effectively furthered without resort to analytical abstractions the
epistemological critique of reason begun during the enlightenment stambovsky illustrates four widely diverse
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examples of this critical form of mythical thinking in works by kierkegaard miguel de unamuno henry james and
margaret atwood the selected texts focus respectively on religious national cultural psychosocial and
psychobiological realms of experience these illustrations follow an inquiry into why the very possibility of
critical mythically inventive mythopoetic reflection is unsatisfactorily explained by leading rationalist
accounts of myth it is with this problem in mind that stambovsky begins his monograph with observations on the
origins of rationalist and counter rationalist conceptualizations of myth in the fragments of xenophanes the
father of rationalist mythology and in plato s phaedrus of pivotal import is the early rationalist
discrimination of mythos from logos and its epistemological implications the rationalist legacy in the history
of the idea of myth following his look at paradigmatic classical precedents stambovsky traces the influence of
the rationalist legacy in the myth theory of malinowski l�vi strauss cassirer ricoeur and blumenberg the aim is
to reveal how this influence in different ways limits these theories as instruments for detecting and explaining
the seminal critical and historical significance of modern mythopoeia this study will be of particular interest
to teachers and students of myth theory in departments of philosophy religion literature and cultural
anthropology

Plato's Philosophy Reaching Beyond the Limits of Reason 2017-02-01

this provocative lucidly written reconstruction of utilitarianism focuses on the practical constraints
involved in ethical choice information may be inadequate and understanding of causes and effects may be limited
good decision making may be especially constrained if other people are closely involved in determining an
outcome hardin demonstrates that many of these structural issues can and should be distinguished from the
thornier problems of utilitarian value theory and he is able to show what kinds of moral conclusions we can
reach within the limits of reason
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Intellectual Property and the Limits of Antitrust 2010-01-01

this volume argues that legislation on abortion adultery and rape has been central to the formation of the
modern citizen the author draws on rights literature bio political scholarship and a gender studies perspective
as a foundation for rethinking the sovereign relationship in approaching the politicization of reproductive space
from this direction the study resituates the role of rights and rights granting within the sovereign relationship
a second theme running throughout the book explores the international implications of these arguments and
addresses the role of abortion adultery and rape legislation in constructing civilizational relationships in
focusing on the ottoman empire turkey france and italy as case studies miller presents a discussion of what
europe is and the role of sexuality and reproduction in defining it

Myth and the Limits of Reason 1996

this book examines the concrete manifestations of the globalizing forces operating in the world today it unpicks
the rhetoric of globalization in political analysis cultural theory and urban and economic sociology

The Limits of Knowledge 2020-07-31

felicity nussbaum examines literary and cultural representations of human difference in england and its empire
during the long eighteenth century with a special focus on women s writing nussbaum analyzes canonical and
lesser known novels and plays from the restoration to abolition she considers a range of anomalies defects
disease and disability as they intermingle with ideas of femininity masculinity and race to define normalcy as
national identity incorporating writings by behn burney and the bluestockings as well as southerne shaftesbury
johnson sterne and equiano nussbaum treats a range of disabilities being mute blind lame and physical oddities
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such as eunuchism and giantism as they are inflected by emerging notions of a racial femininity and masculinity
she shows that these corporeal features perceived as aberrant and extraordinary combine in the popular
imagination to reveal a repertory of differences located between the extremes of splendid and horrid novelty

Morality Within the Limits of Reason 1988

in lord sumption and the limits of the law leading public law scholars reflect on the nature and limits of the
judicial role and its implications for human rights protection and democracy the starting point for this
reflection is lord sumption s lecture the limits of the law which grounds a wide ranging discussion of questions
including the scope and legitimacy of judicial law making the interpretation of the european convention on human
rights and the continuing significance and legitimacy or otherwise of the european court of human rights lord
sumption ends the volume with a substantial commentary on the responses to his lecture

The Limits of Bodily Integrity 2013-01-28

why did the new york stock exchange suspend trading without warning on july 8 2015 why did certain toyota
vehicles accelerate uncontrollably against the will of their drivers why does the programming inside our
airplanes occasionally surprise its creators after a thorough analysis by the top experts the answers still
elude us you don t understand the software running your car or your iphone but here s a secret neither do the
geniuses at apple or the ph d s at toyota not perfectly anyway no one not lawyers doctors accountants or
policy makers fully grasps the rules governing your tax return your retirement account or your hospital s
medical machinery the same technological advances that have simplified our lives have made the systems
governing our lives incomprehensible unpredictable and overcomplicated in overcomplicated complexity scientist
samuel arbesman offers a fresh insightful field guide to living with complex technologies that defy human
comprehension as technology grows more complex arbesman argues its behavior mimics the vagaries of the
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natural world more than it conforms to a mathematical model if we are to survive and thrive in this new age
we must abandon our need for governing principles and rules and accept the chaos by embracing and observing
the freak accidents and flukes that disrupt our lives we can gain valuable clues about how our algorithms
really work what s more we will become better thinkers scientists and innovators as a result lucid and
energizing this book is a vital new analysis of the world heralded as modern for anyone who wants to live
wisely

The Limits of Globalization 1997

this text is important both as one of the most interesting contributions to the liberalism of the german
enlightenment and as the most significant source for the ideas which john stuart mill popularized in his essay on
liberty humboldt s concern is to define the criteria by which the permissible limits of the state s activities may be
determined his basic principle like that of mill is that the only justification for government interference is the
prevention of harm to others he discusses in detail the role and limits of the state s responsibility for the
welfare security and morals of its citizens humboldt s special achievement in this work is to enlarge our sense
of what a liberal political theory might be by his particularly sensitive grasp of the complexity of our
attitudes to and our need of other people dr burrow has based his translation on coulthard s version of 1854
in an important introduction he provides a most perceptive as well as scholarly guide to humboldt s political
thought

The Limits of Interpretation 1992

the first comparative study to explore the dynamics of expansion and contraction of major continental empires
in eurasia
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The Limits of the Human 2003-05-15

an obsessive compulsive housewife teeters on the edge of madness in this immensely intelligent and delightful
dance of a book the new york times the limits of vision is robert irwin s irrepressibly entertaining and imaginative
novel about a young housewife named marcia and the war she wages against dirt set over the course of a
single day as marcia goes about her quotidian activities having the girls over for coffee tidying the house
making dinner it becomes increasingly clear that her sanity is unraveling at an alarming rate irwin is at his
creative best here as he describes marcia s conversations with mucor the mouthpiece for the dirt the empire of
decay and ruin the principle of evil as well as such scientists and artists of the past as william blake charles
dickens leonardo da vinci and charles darwin binds together philosophy and mayhem the limits of vision ranks as
a genuine and rare work of the imagination jeanette winterson new york times bestselling author unique a
ravishing product of pure imagination ruth rendell the new york times bestselling author an astonishing work
of imagination and erudition by a former professor of medieval history publishers weekly

Lord Sumption and the Limits of the Law 2016-02-25

book review

The Limits of Art 1979-04-01

all of byron s major poems together with his forays into prose fiction are considered in this volume
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Overcomplicated 2016-07-19

this book written in the latter part of the nineteenth century is more a defense of the right to be an atheist
than of atheism as a doctrine the author objects to the notion that atheists are somehow outside the law and
are little better than common criminals

The Limits of State Action 2008-12-11

what are the limits of human rights and what do these limits mean this volume engages critically and
constructively with this question to provide a distinct contribution to the contemporary discussion on human
rights fassbender and traisbach along with a group of leading experts in the field examine the issue from multiple
disciplinary perspectives analysing the limits of our current discourse of human rights it does so in an original
way and without attempting to deconstruct or deny human rights each contribution is supplemented by an
engaging comment which furthers this important discussion this combination of perspectives paves the way for
further thought for scholars practitioners students and the wider public ultimately this volume provides an
exceptionally rich spectrum of viewpoints and arguments across disciplines to offer fresh insights into human
rights and its limitations

The Limits of Universal Rule 2021-01-21

much of international law like much of contract is enforced not by independent sanctions but rather through
cooperative interaction among the parties with repeat dealings reputation and a preference for reciprocity
doing most of the enforcement work originally published in 2006 the limits of leviathan identifies areas in
international law where formal enforcement provides the most promising means of promoting cooperation and
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where it does not in particular it looks at the international criminal court the rules for world trade efforts
to enlist domestic courts to enforce orders of the international court of justice domestic judicial enforcement
of the geneva convention the domain of international commercial agreements and the question of odious debt
incurred by sovereigns this book explains how international law like contract depends largely on the
willingness of responsible parties to make commitments

The Limits of Vision 2003-12-30

The Limits of Story 1985

Bursting the Limits of Time 2005-12

Byron and the Limits of Fiction 1988

The Limits of Atheism; Or, Why Should Sceptics Be Outlaws?
2021-04-25
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The Limits of Human Rights 2019-11-21

����� 2001-06-05

The Limits of Leviathan 2006-08-14

The Limits of Technocratic Politics
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